Let G act smoothly on S n with fixed point set diffeomorphic to S k O^kt^n -3, and with all other orbits of the same type and of dimension r. Connell, Montgomery and Yang have shown that the action of G is topologically equivalent to a linear action of S n if n -r^5. The problem then arises as to what can be said about the differentiable classification of these topologically linear actions. In some special cases, the answers are known. For example, it was shown by Hirsch, Smale, and Livesay and Waldhausen that every smooth action of Z% on S z was differentiably equivalent to a linear one. Also, for high dimensional cases, the unknottedness of the codimensional 2 fixed point sphere of a smooth circle group action was shown to be true by Wu-Yi Hsiang. However, we prove that there is a curious involution on S n with exactly two fixed points which is differentiably inequivalent to the linear action. Also we prove that for i+l = 0 (mod 4), and if the codimension is bigger than 2 and lower than metastable range, there are always semifree circle group actions on the standard «-sphere 5 W with the fixed point sets to be knotted i-spheres. The following are some of our main classification theorems.
Let G act smoothly on S n with fixed point set diffeomorphic to S k O^kt^n -3, and with all other orbits of the same type and of dimension r. Connell, Montgomery and Yang have shown that the action of G is topologically equivalent to a linear action of S n if n -r^5. The problem then arises as to what can be said about the differentiable classification of these topologically linear actions. In some special cases, the answers are known. For example, it was shown by Hirsch, Smale, and Livesay and Waldhausen that every smooth action of Z% on S z was differentiably equivalent to a linear one. Also, for high dimensional cases, the unknottedness of the codimensional 2 fixed point sphere of a smooth circle group action was shown to be true by Wu-Yi Hsiang. However, we prove that there is a curious involution on S n with exactly two fixed points which is differentiably inequivalent to the linear action. Also we prove that for i+l = 0 (mod 4), and if the codimension is bigger than 2 and lower than metastable range, there are always semifree circle group actions on the standard «-sphere 5 W with the fixed point sets to be knotted i-spheres. The following are some of our main classification theorems. Similar classification theorems hold for semifree actions of cyclic P-group (P, an odd prime). However, for the case of smooth involutions with exactly two fixed points it is more complicated. Let ƒ be a diffeomorphism of the real projective space RP n to itself, which is required to be orientation preserving if n is odd, and let Z 2 -»5 n -*RP n be the universal covering over PP n . By our assumption on ƒ, (March we may cover it by a covering map ƒ : S n -»S n which is orientation preserving. Gluing two copies of disks D?
+1 (* = 1, 2) together along their boundaries by ƒ, we obtain an oriented (n + 1)-sphere J^+ 1 ( = £>?
+1 \JjDl+ l ). On each D?* 1 (i = l, 2) there is a natural involution which sends x to -a; (in the following, this action is denoted by (Z 2 , .D n+1 )). Since with respect to these actions ƒ is an equivariant diffeomorphism, there is a natural Z 2 -action on X)| +1 w *th exactly two fixed points and it is denoted by ( 
Very close to this form are the classification theorems for semifree actions of circle group on S 2n+2+i (n>0) with fixed point set diffeomorphic to 5*. Since they are too complicated to summarize here, it is planned to present detailed formulation later. We will, however, indicate briefly some of the ideas involved in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Applications. (A). Browder-Livesay obstruction f or desuspension.

Let (Z 2 , 2^n
+1 ) be a smooth involution on the homotopy (#+1)-sphere X/ +1 with exactly two fixed points. A desuspension of (Z 2 , X) w+1 ) is a smoothy embedded sphere S n passing through the two fixed points, and invariant under the Z 2 -action. On the other hand, Browder and Livesay have shown in [3] that for any two desuspensions of free involution, there is an obstruction C(So, Si; T) for the concordance of these two desuspensions. It follows from our classification theorem that the obstruction for desuspension of (Z 2 , X) n+1 ) can be expressed in terms of this Browder 
